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Abstract
I
I

The enrollment of face templates and eye windows in
a detection system of eye blinking or an estimation system of face orientation requires the extraction of face
region and eye region in a face image. In order to automatically enroll face templates and eye windows with
various face orientations, we present a novel method
of extracting face region and eye window by using a
set of gray-scale images. Experiments under various
conditions(i.e., different illuminations, different backgrounds and so on) show very promising results. These
experimental results show the method has possibility
of application for enrolling the face templates and the
eye windows.
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By the way, by the development of the face image
processing, some studies of robust face image processing for the change of the illumination condition are
reported[5, 61. These studies use a face knowledge
which is extracted by principal component analysis and
so on. We think that face region and eye region of each
face orientation must be memorized as prior knowledge
in order to realize realtime blink detection.
As usual, in order to make the segmentation easy
and accurate for the enrollment of face templates and
eye windows, face images are observed in an artificial
environment with s i m ~ l backmound
e
such as blue back.
However, installing sich enviFonments needs much labor and it is difficult to install such environments in the
automobile. Therefore the extraction method of face
region is needed for the enrollment of face templates
and eye windows, which is applicable even in various
illumination conditions, or even in the complex backgrounds. On the other hand, even if a knowledge of face
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Introduction

Fkcently, in automotive environment, a realization of the blinking detection has been tried in order to detect the driver's drowsiness by using image
processing[l, 2, 3, 41. Since the shortest eyeblink time,
from eye
eye Open, is in
1°0msec, One
calculation period in blinking detection has to be in
the video rate(33msec). And illumination condition
dramaticallv cdanges in the automotive environment.
Moreover, it shozd apply to any face orientations.
Therefore, a realization of the blinking detection is not
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a s e t of eye windows

Figure 1: Flow diagram for the
gions and eye

of face re

and facial components is used, it isn't easy to extract
face regions and eye regions with various face orientations. Accordingly, not only knowledge of a face and
facial components but also other knowledge is needed
for the enrollment of face templates and eye windows.
By the way, for the enrollment of face regions and
eye windows, we may ask a subject to turn his/her head
toward various orientations and obtain a set of face
images. Paying attention to the set of face images, we
propose a novel method of extracting face regions and
eye windows from a set of face images. Our method
consists of two parts: extraction of face regions and
detection of eye windows. The flow diagram of the
procedure is shown in Figure 1.
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Definition of face orientation vector

In Figure 2, we show the situation of face observation. A subject is facing and looking at the marker V.
Here we define face orientation vector v . We assume a
plane P parallel to the view plane (i.e., image plane)
of camera, and set the coordinate axes u and v which
are parallel to the axes of image plane, because it is
easy to estimate the location change of the eye region
in image by the face orientation change. The inter-

corresponding to the neighboring face orientation vj, then the compatibility function
f (vi, alvj, b) is defined as 1, else the compatibility function f (v,, a ( v j ,b) is defined as 0.

Camera

2-b. If the candidate L(vi,a) is true eye region,
there must be the corresponding, i.e., consistent candidates in all neighboring face orientations. From the compatibility function
f , the degree of agreement of the hypothesis that L(vi, a) is an eye region is defined as
follows,

xm." ....-

Marker

v

Figure 2: Definition of face orientation vector.
section (u, v ) of a vector from the subject's face to the
marker V and the plane P is called the face orientation
vector denoted as v in Figure 2. The face orientation
vector v is especially used in the extraction of eye window. Our method does'nt depend on the scale of the
coordinate system. Therefore the distance between the
subject's face and the plane P is arbitrary. In other
words, our method has the robustness for the change
of sheet position of each driver.
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Extraction of face region

The basic idea of extracting face region in a face
image with the specified face orientation is as follows.
We ask a subject to turn the head toward the markers,
and observe the face images {E;) with corresponding
face orientations. Let Bij be a binary image where the
pixel value Bij(x) is 1 when there exists the difference
between the gray values of the corresponding pixels in
the images E, and Ej.
Then Bij contains both face regions in Ei and Ej.
Therefore, by calculating Bij (2)A Bik(x), where j # k,
the face region in Ei can be enhanced, i.e., the pixels
of face region in Ei take the value 1. Furthermore,
by suppressing the noise segments and enhancing the
face region by employing relaxation labeling, we can
accurately obtain the face region in the image E;.
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Extraction of eye window

If the positional relation between the subject and the
camera is already known, we can estimate the location
change of eye region when the subject turns his/her
head from a face orientation vi to a neighboring face
orientation vj(i # j). By using this knowledge, we
devised the eye window extraction algorithm as follows.

(1)
where N(vi) is a set of the neighboring face
orientations of vi and G(vj) is a set of the
region labels corresponding to the face orientation vj. If F(vi, a) = 1 is satisfied, then
the candidate L(v,,a) is regarded as 'true'
eye region.
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Supplement

Indeed, it is difficult to decide an appropriate threshold required to obtain the binary images Bij mentioned
above under various circumstances. In addition, the
compatibility function f (v;, alvj, b) in Eq.(l) between
the eye region candidates {L(v;, a)} may not be obvious. That is to say, it is difficult to apply Boolean operators. Therefore, we conducted various contrivances
in our method.
For example, Eq.(l) is improved as follows.

{

~ ( ' ) ( v ; , a=
) median
V,EN(V,)

max

{q(v;,alvj, b)}}

LEG(~)(V,)

,

(2)
where q is the compatibility function. But q is a continuous function and satisfies 0 q 1. The compatibility function q is defined as follows.
The potential eye region E(vjlvi,a) is defined in
order to include the eye region candidate L(vj, a) when
the face orientation vector changes from vi to a,. And
the potential eye region E ( v j Ivi, a) is given as a region
which surrounds L(vi, a) and extends rectangle region
to the direction of v j - vi still the edge of the image.
Figure 3 shows an example of the potential eye region
E(vjlvi,a), where WM(vi) is the width of face region
corresponding to face orientation vi.
By using the potential eye region E(vj(vi,a), the
compatibility function q in Eq.(2) is given as follows.

< <

1. The differential image is constructed from the im-

age that the subject opens his/her eyes and the
image that the subject closes his/her eyes. There
are not only eye regions but also other regions in
the differential image.
2. The eye regions are chosen from the differential
image by evaluating the correspondence between
face orientations as follows.
2-a. Let a region labeled "a" in the differential
image be an eye region candidate L(vi,a)
corresponding to the face orientation v;. If
the location of L(vi, a) is consistent with the
location of an eye region candidate L(vj, b)

ql(v;,alvj, b)
~ ( v ialvj,
,
b) =

if ql(v;,a(vj,b)
otherwise

51

U(vi, alvj, b) is a set of pixels which are included in
both the eye region candidate L(vi, a) and the potential eye region E(vi lvj, b). And (1 - I( is the number of
pixels.
The eye region candidate L(v;,a) which satisfies
Eq.(5) is regarded as 'true' eye region corresponding

where N(v;) is a set of the neighboring face orientations and 1.1 is the size of a set. For enhanced image W;,
the relaxation labeling is applied in order to enhance
face region more. The detail is written in literature [7].
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Figure 3: Definition of the potential eye region relative
to the region L(v;, a).
to face orientation v;.

However, if the set of region labels G(~)(v;)is large, a
region unlike eye region may satisify Eq.(5). Accordingly, if the set of region labels G(')(vi) is too large,
'true' eye region isn't determined and the set of region
labels G(')(v~)becomes smaller step by step as follows,
~('+')(vi) = {a~&(')(vi,
a) > B(')(vi), a E G(')(vi)),
(6)
where B(t) is threshold and becomes bigger as follows,
if d(')(v;) > 0.2
otherwise

,

(7)

max { ~ ( ~ ) ( v i , a,) )(8)
a€G(')(v,)
O.lxt+O.l i f t S 7
"(0)= {0.8
otherwise '
(9)

d t ) ( v i ) = a(t)

Finally, when the set of region labels G(~+"o)(v;)becomes small enough, an eye region candidate L(v;,a)
which satisifies Eq.(5) is regarded as 'true' eye region.
We also conducted various contrivances in the extraction of face region. In section 3, we explained the
enhancement of face region using binary images {Bij)
and Boolean operator AND. However, if one image of
a set of binary images { B i j ) is obtained by inappropriate threshold, the accurate face region may not be
extracted. But in practice it is difficult to decide an appropriate threshold required to obtain the binary images under various circumstances. Therefore, we apply
Arithmetic operator SUM instead of Boolean operator
AND. In order to enhance face region in E;, we employ
a set of binary images{Bij) obtained with the images
{ E , ) facing to the neighboring face orientation {vj) of
the face orientation v,, and produce enhanced image

w; as

Experimental results and conclusions

In Figure 4, the results of our method are shown for
all face orientations of one subject in the indoor. For
all face orientations, our method provides a satisfactory result. In other experiments, however in the indoor, our method showed good results for various face
orientations and various subjects under various backgrounds and illuminations. Of course, the illumination
conditions change more dramatically in the automotive environment than in the indoor. Then, the result
of applying our method to automotive environment is
shown in Figure 5. For most of the face orientations,
our method provides a satisfactory result. This experimental result shows that this method can be employed
in automotive environment. Our method didn't extract
eye regions when a subject turned the face extremely.
But we think this problem can be solved by improving
the definition of the potential eye region E(vjlv;,a).
We will improve our method soon.
This method can extract face regions and eye windows if there is a set of face images. In order to realize
the automatic extraction of face regions and eye regions, it must be able to automatically acquire the set
of face images. We will soon add the function that acquires a set of face images automatically to our method.
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Figure 4: Results of the extraction of face regions and eye windows for one subject in the indoor.

Figure 5: Results of the extraction of face regions and eye windows for one subject in automotive environment.

